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Introduction
In today’s
digitalworkplace,
workplace,there
the need
flexible
ways
to work
is greater
than ever.
the modern
are asformany
ways
to be
productive
as there
are people.
As organizations shift to remote work, people need a device that helps them to
1
Some
prize mobility
But 1 in 3collaborate
workers feels
with
their technology.
connect,
anddisengaged
be their most
productive
wherever
they work.
For some,
and
the ease and
of a ease
touchoforapen
input.
Others
graphics
the flexibility
touch
or pen
inputvalue
helpshigh-performance
them get things done
away
and
power.
Whatever Others
their preference,
it’s to
clear
PC
fromprocessing
the traditional
workstation.
will continue
relythe
on“standard-issue”
high-performance
no
longer
works
for
everyone.
The
modern
worker
needs
a
device
to
match
their
graphics and processing power from any location. Whatever their preference, the
personal
brand of
“standard-issue
PC”productivity.
no longer suits everyone in the modern workplace.
Windows
is fast time
approaching
end-of-life
(EOL).
There’s by
never
been aSurface
There is no7 better
to explore
a portfolio
of devices
Microsoft
better
time
explore
Surface devices,
powered
Windows
10 andsecurity
built
designed
to to
enable
productivity
anywhere
while by
providing
modern
for
today’s
workforce.
and manageability.

A Growing
Family
Ready
for the
Future of Work

• Surface
The Surface
6: a lightweight
2-in-1
hybrid
PC for
high-mobilityon-the-move
worker
Pro X: Pro
an ultra-thin
2-in-1 LTE
laptop
perfect
for the
decision-makers
• Surface
The Surface
2: a2-in-1
reliable
laptop
workflows
Pro 7: Laptop
a powerful
hybrid
PCfor
foreveryday
the high-mobility
worker
• Surface
NEW Surface
an perfect
ultralight
hybrid PC
equipped
for mobile
data
Laptop Go:
3: the
everyday
laptop
for everyday
workflows
• Surface
SurfaceGo
Book
a high-performance
laptop
for power
2: an2:ultralight
2-in-1 hybridconvertible
PC equipped
for mobile
data users
• Surface
SurfaceBook
Studio
a massive all-in-one
PC for creative
professionals
3: a2:high-performance
convertible
laptop for
power users
• Surface
NEW Surface
wireless headphones
engineered
for Windows devices
Studio Headphones:
2: a massive all-in-one
PC for creative
professionals
• Surface
SurfaceHeadphones
Hub 2S: an 2:
interactive
digital
whiteboard
for
easy,
effective
wireless headphones for the best conferencingcollaboration
experience
• Surface Hub 2S: an all-in-one collaboration device built for teamwork

The Power of Purpose-Built Hardware
The Power of Purpose-Built Hardware

The Surface family offers a range of devices to enable optimal productivity for
any
or work
style.
This
guide of
includes
information
on the latest
generation
The role
Surface
family
offers
a range
devices
to enable optimal
productivity
for of
Surface
devices
to
help
build
the
best
product
mix
for
your
people.
any role or work style. This guide includes information on the latest generation
of Surface devices to help build the best product mix for you and your team.

The
way
we work
has undergone
massive change.
With theInright
It’s no
secret
that people
prefer personalized
technology.
fact,tools,
82% each
of workers
person
theirwhen
individual
work
style
situation.
say theycan
getenhance
more done
they’re
able
to and
choose
devices tailored to their
work style.2
The Surface family continues to evolve, integrating the best of Microsoft into the
workplace
the future.
In 2020,integrating
the family the
hasbest
newMicrosoft
additionsideas
to theacross
Surface
The Surfaceoffamily
has evolved,
a Book
and
Surface
Go of
lines
along
withDesktop
the second-generation
Surfaceworkers
Headphones.
growing
range
form
factors.
power users andofmobile
alike
have great options to help them be their most productive.
Wherever and however you work or your teams collaborate, stay secure and get it
all done with Surface devices because they are designed for work anywhere.
https://www.microsoft.com/en-ca/surface/business/surface-book-2
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Introduction
Surface
Pro X
• The Surface Pro 6: a lightweight 2-in-1 hybrid PC for the high-mobility worker
• The Surface Laptop 2: a reliable laptop for everyday workflows
are people.
• NEW
Surface Go:
The Surface Pro X represents the next generation of Surface Pro 2-in-1 laptops, combining
an ultralight
12”an ultralight hybrid PC equipped for mobile data
1
• Surface
Booka2:
a high-performance convertible laptop for power users
form
and extended
battery lifewith
withtheir
advanced
computing
graphics
performance.
Built with
custom
Someand
prize
mobility
But 1 factor
in 3 workers
feels disengaged
technology.
• Surface
Studio in
2: any
a massive all-in-one PC for creative professionals
Microsoft
SQ1of
ARM
chipset
and input.
full LTEOthers
connectivity,
the Surface Pro X graphics
delivers full desktop
functionality
and
the ease
a touch
or pen
value high-performance
• NEW Surface Headphones: wireless headphones engineered for Windows devices
location.
With Fast
Charging,
it recovers
80% of itsit’s
battery
under an hour. PC
and
processing
power.
Whatever
their preference,
clear life
thein“standard-issue”
• Surface Hub 2S: an interactive digital whiteboard for easy, effective collaboration
no longer works for everyone. The modern worker needs a device to match their
personal
brand
ofPC-grade
productivity.
The device
packs
performance into an ultra-thin 0.28-inch frame with a large 13” display.
Microsoft has also paired the Pro X with a new keyboard, Slim Pen and two USB-C ports,
designed
for of Purpose-Built Hardware
The
Power
Windows
7 is fasttoapproaching
There’s
never been a
quick conversion
a full laptopend-of-life
or portable(EOL).
studio
experience.
better time to explore Surface devices, powered by Windows 10 and built
The Surface family offers a range of devices to enable optimal productivity for
for
Thistoday’s
2-in-1 workforce.
detachable laptop delivers the functionality and performance to take the office
anywhere.
any role
or work style. This guide includes information on the latest generation of
Surface devices to help build the best product mix for your people.
In the modern workplace,
are asConnected
many ways to be productive as there
Ultra-Portable
and there
Always

2-in-1 detachable hybrid PC

A Growing Family

It’s no secret that people prefer personalized technology. In fact, 82% of workers
say they get more done when they’re able to choose devices tailored to their
work style.2
The Surface family has evolved, integrating the best Microsoft ideas across a
growing range of form factors. Desktop power users and mobile workers alike
have great options to help them be their most productive.
VP & C-Level Executives:

Field Sales:

Advanced connectivity options plus full desktop
functionality and Microsoft
365 integration suited to decision-makers.

An ultralight form factor built for advanced
performance whether in the office, onsite with
clients or on the tradeshow floor.

• Ultralight 1.68 lb form factor
• 13 hours of battery life
• Microsoft SQ1 ARM custom processor
• High-res PixelSense multi-touch display
• Full desktop Windows 10 Pro experience
• Pre-integrated with Microsoft 365
• Support for Surface Slim Pen & Dial
creation tools

https://www.microsoft.com/en-ca/surface/business/surface-book-2
2.
Forrester Report: Redefine Your Workforce Enablement Through Productivity. A Custom Technology Adoption Profile
Commissioned by Dell | November 2016
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Introduction
Surface
Pro 7
• The Surface Pro 6: a lightweight 2-in-1 hybrid PC for the high-mobility worker
• The Surface Laptop 2: a reliable laptop for everyday workflows
are people.
• NEW Surface Go: an ultralight hybrid PC equipped for mobile data
The Surface Pro 7 is the latest in the flagship line of 2-in-1 detachable hybrids,
1
• Surface
2: faster
a high-performance convertible laptop for power users
re-engineered
to deliver
improved performance
and distraction-free
productivity.
modelBook
is 75%
Some prize
mobility The new
But 1 in 3 workers
feels disengaged
with their technology.
Surface
Studio
a massive all-in-one PC for creative professionals
thanthe
its predecessor
withorthe
GenOthers
Intel Core
i5 processor –graphics
and up to 122%• faster
with
the i7.2:An
and
ease of a touch
pen10th
input.
valueSeries
high-performance
NEW Surface
Headphones:
wireless headphones engineered for Windows devices
electrical
redesign
allows
it to minimize
power consumption
while
Instant On and
features
offer
and
processing
power.
Whatever
their preference,
it’s clear the
“standard-issue”
PCFast•Charging
• Surface Hub 2S: an interactive digital whiteboard for easy, effective collaboration
instantaneous
productivity
all day.
no
longer works
for everyone.
The modern worker needs a device to match their
personal brand of productivity.
The perfect balance of laptop performance and tablet mobility in a versatile design that adapts
to how you
The Power
ofwork,
Purpose-Built Hardware
Windows
is fast
approaching
end-of-life
(EOL).
been aor Pen, it’s ready to support any style of
wherever 7your
business
takes you.
Paired with
theThere’s
Surfacenever
Arc Mouse
better
time to
productivity
all explore
day. Surface devices, powered by Windows 10 and built
The Surface family offers a range of devices to enable optimal productivity for
for today’s workforce.
any role or work style. This guide includes information on the latest generation of
This hybrid PC delivers power and portability for professionals who need the best of both
worlds.
Surface
devices to help build the best product mix for your people.
• 2-in-1 detachable hybrid PC
A Growing Family
In the modern workplace,
there are
as many ways Anywhere
to be productive as there
Engineered
for All-day
Productivity

• Ultralight 1.70 lb form factor
(1.74 lb with i7 processor)

It’s no secret that people prefer personalized technology. In fact, 82% of workers
say they get more done when they’re able to choose devices tailored to their
work style.2
The Surface family has evolved, integrating the best Microsoft ideas across a
growing range of form factors. Desktop power users and mobile workers alike
have great options to help them be their most productive.
Sales & Marketing
Film & TV Production
A lightweight, flexible form
Improved graphics specifications
factor that adapts to work in
plus tools and features designed
https://www.microsoft.com/en-ca/surface/business/surface-book-2
the office, airport lounge or
for Surface Pen, Surface Dial and
Forrester Report: Redefine Your Workforce Enablement Through Productivity. A Custom Technology Adoption Profile
conference
room with
touch input and extended battery
Commissioned
by Dell | November
2016 ease.
life for long hours on set.
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• 10.5 hours of battery life
• Dual-Core 10th Generation Intel
Core iSeries processor
• High-res PixelSense multi-touch display
• Full desktop Windows 10 Pro experience
Healthcare

Intel Core processor set in the
display to allow top performance
in laptop or tablet mode – perfect
for caregivers on-the-go.

• Pre-integrated with Microsoft 365
• Support for Surface Pen & Dial
creation tools
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Introduction
Surface
Laptop 3
• The Surface Pro 6: a lightweight 2-in-1 hybrid PC for the high-mobility worker
In the modernfor
workplace,
there are
as many
to be productive
as there
Designed
Everyday.
Built
for ways
Professional
Performance.
• The Surface Laptop 2: a reliable laptop for everyday workflows
are people.
• NEW
Go: an ultralight hybrid PC equipped for mobile data
The Surface Laptop 3 combines simplicity of design with professional-grade performance.
The Surface
latest model
• Surfacebuild
Book
2: a high-performance convertible laptop for power users
boasts
form
factor
13” and a 1new
15”prize
option.
Its slim, lightweight
makes
Some
mobility
But
1 ina 3re-architected
workers feelsclamshell
disengaged
with
theirintechnology.
• Surface Studio
2: a massive all-in-one PC for creative professionals
it anthe
ideal
device
productivity
at the
desk value
or on-the-go.
Meanwhile,graphics
its interactive touchscreen
supports
and
ease
of a for
touch
or pen input.
Others
high-performance
• NEW Surface Headphones: wireless headphones engineered for Windows devices
several
work modes.
and
processing
power. Whatever their preference, it’s clear the “standard-issue” PC
• Surface Hub 2S: an interactive digital whiteboard for easy, effective collaboration
no longer works for everyone. The modern worker needs a device to match their
personal
brand
of productivity.
The Surface
Laptop
3 also brings improved performance, powered by a 10th generation Intel Core i-Series
processor. Meanwhile, its modular design, improved serviceability and optimization forThe
Microsoft
Teams
Power
ofcalling
Purpose-Built Hardware
Windows
is fast approaching
(EOL).The
There’s
never been
a ships with Microsoft 365, unlocking
make it an7 attractive
option for end-of-life
business users.
commercial
model
better
to explore
devices,
by Windows
and
greatertime
productivity
forSurface
your users
– andpowered
greater peace
of mind10for
IT. built
The Surface family offers a range of
devices toclamshell
enable optimal
• Traditional
laptop productivity for
for today’s workforce.
any role or work style. This guide includes information on the latest generation of
• Two durable keyboard finishes:
The Surface Laptop 3 is a great fit for users who need a solid, affordable PC with high-end
capabilities.
Surface
devices to help build the best
product mix for your
people.
Alcantara®material
or cool,
new metal.

A Growing Family

It’s no secret that people prefer personalized technology. In fact, 82% of workers
say they get more done when they’re able to choose devices tailored to their
work style.2
The Surface family has evolved, integrating the best Microsoft ideas across a
growing range of form factors. Desktop power users and mobile workers alike
have great options to help them be their most productive.
Education

Contractors & Consultants:

a portable form factor paired with high-end
Advanced user access control and
https://www.microsoft.com/en-ca/surface/business/surface-book-2
processors and advanced security – ideal for
streamlined access to Windows 10 tools
Forrester Report: Redefine Your Workforce Enablement Through Productivity. A Custom Technology Adoption Profile
students,
faculty
suited to temporary users.
Commissioned
by Dell | November
2016or administrators.

• All-metal variants in black, sandstone
and platinum
• Thin, portable 2.84lb form factor
• 10th Generation Intel Core iSeries processor
• 13.5” or 15” touch-enabled PixelSense display
• 11.5 hours of battery life
• Optimized for Windows 10 Pro and
Microsoft Teams
• Support for Surface Dock, Mobile Mouse
& Dial peripherals

1.

2.
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Introduction
Surface
Go 2
• The Surface Pro 6: a lightweight 2-in-1 hybrid PC for the high-mobility worker
In the modern workplace,
there are
manytask
ways at
to be
productive as there
Lightweight
portability
forasthe
hand
• The Surface Laptop 2: a reliable laptop for everyday workflows
are people.
• NEW
Surface
The new Surface Go 2 is the Surface family’s latest compact hybrid PC. Built with optional
mobile
data Go:
and an
fullultralight hybrid PC equipped for mobile data
1
• Surface
Book10.5”
2: a high-performance convertible laptop for power users
Windows
Pro, it feels
performs
64% faster
Surface Go.
Withprize
an ultralight
and larger
Some
mobilityform factor
But
1 in 3 10
workers
disengaged
withthan
theirthe
technology.
Surface
Studio
2: a massive all-in-one PC for creative professionals
touch-enabled
compact,
lightweight
empowers employees
job done,
wherever
and
the ease ofscreen,
a touchit’s
orapen
input. Others
value 2-in-1
high-performance
graphics to get•the
• NEW
Headphones:
wireless headphones engineered for Windows devices
theyprocessing
need to go.power.
Pair with
Surface
Go preference,
Type Cover*it’s
and
Surface
Mobile Mouse* for
laptopSurface
experience,
or
and
Whatever
their
clear
the “standard-issue”
PC a full
• Surface Hub 2S: an interactive digital whiteboard for easy, effective collaboration
withlonger
Surface
Pen*fortoeveryone.
write and The
sketch
no
works
modern worker needs a device to match their
personal brand of productivity.
Wherever work takes Surface Go 2, you can ensure it meets the needs of your business.
BulkPower
provisionof
cellular
The
Purpose-Built Hardware
Windows
is fast
approaching
(EOL).with
There’s
nevervia
been
a
data plans7and
keep
devices in end-of-life
the field secure
updates
Microsoft
Endpoint Manager.* Restrict access to
better
time
to and
explore
devices,
powered by
Windows
and built
only the
apps
toolsSurface
customers
or employees
need
in Kiosk10Mode.
Complete tasks easily
and securely
with a range of devices to enable optimal productivity for
The Surface
family offers
for
today’s workforce.
custom-designed
accessories like mobile POS systems, ruggedized cases, and vehicle mounts.
any role or work style. This guide includes information on the latest generation of
Surface devices to help build the best product mix for your people.

A Growing Family
It’s no secret that people prefer personalized technology. In fact, 82% of workers
say they get more done when they’re able to choose devices tailored to their
work style.2

The Surface family has evolved, integrating the best Microsoft ideas across a
growing range of form factors. Desktop power users and mobile workers alike
have great options to help them be their most productive.
Healthcare Professionals:
Field Technicians:
Carry a full Windows 10 experience in the palm
Optional LTE Advanced connectivity allows you to
of your hand with the lightest Surface yet and
run line-of-business apps and perform diagnostics
https://www.microsoft.com/en-ca/surface/business/surface-book-2
communicate patients’ status with colleagues,
wherever you need to, even without Wi-Fi
Forrester Report: Redefine Your Workforce Enablement Through Productivity. A Custom Technology Adoption Profile
specialists,
doctors
availability. Get client signatures on the spot with
Commissioned
by Delland
| November
2016using Microsoft Teams.*

1.

2.

Surface Pen* and electronic signature integration.
2
6

• 2-in-1 detachable hybrid PC
• Ultralight 1.2lb form factor
• 10.5” touch-enabled PixelSense display
• Up to 10 hours of battery life
• Optional LTE Advanced connectivity
• Runs full Windows 10 Pro
• Support for Surface Dock, Mobile mouse &
Pen peripherals
• USB-C port for accessories
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Introduction
Surface
Book 3
Surface
Surface
Book
Book
2 2

• The Surface Pro 6: a lightweight 2-in-1 hybrid PC for the high-mobility worker
• The Surface Laptop 2: a reliable laptop for everyday workflows
are people.
• NEW
Surface Go: an ultralight hybrid PC equipped for mobile data
The Surface Book 3 is the Surface family’s new high-performance convertible laptop. With
a detachable,
1
• Surface
Book 2:
a high-performance convertible laptop for power users
reversible
keyboard,feels
anddisengaged
processors set
the display,
it powers
laptop, tablet,
studio
Somehigh
prizeproductivity
mobility across
But 1 in 3 workers
withintheir
technology.
Builtpresentation
forease
Premium
Built
Premium
Performance
Performance
• Surface
Studio 2:design
a massive all-in-one PC for creative professionals
modes.
forOthers
touch, value
Surface
Pen and Dial inputs,
it’s purpose-built
for advanced
and
the
of afor
touch
orEquipped
pen input.
high-performance
graphics
•
NEW
Surface
Headphones:
wireless headphones engineered for Windows devices
creativity
workflows.
and
processing
power.
Whatever
their
preference,
it’s
clear
the
“standard-issue”
PC
The Surface Book
The Surface
2 is theBook
Surface
2 is family’s
the Surface
high-performance
family’s high-performance
convertible laptop.
convertible
With laptop.
a detachable,
With a reversible
detachable, reversible
•
Surface
Hub
2S:
an
interactive
digital whiteboard for easy, effective collaboration
no
longer
works
for
everyone.
The
modern
worker
needs
a
device
to
match
their
keyboard andkeyboard
processors
andset
processors
in the display,
set in itthe
powers
display,
high
it powers
productivity
high productivity
across laptop,across
tablet,
laptop,
studiotablet,
and studio and
personal
brand
of Equipped
presentation
presentation
modes.
modes.
forEquipped
touch,
for touch,
Pen Surface
and
DialPen
inputs,
and
it’s
Dialprofessional-grade
purpose-built
inputs, it’s purpose-built
for advanced
for
design
advanced
and
and
The
Surface
Book
3productivity.
ships
with
10thSurface
Gen
Intel
processors
and
SSD,
ready
for design
professionalcreativity
workflows.
creativity
grade
software
andworkflows.
data-intensive workflows. Meanwhile, its high-end NVIDIA GeForceThe
GTX Power
graphics processing
of Purpose-Built Hardware
Windows
7 issupport
fast approaching
(EOL).
never been
a
units (GPUs)
advanced end-of-life
creative tasks
likeThere’s
video editing
and computer
assisted design (CAD).
The Surface Book
The Surface
ships with
BookIntel
ships
i5/i7
withDualIntelori5/i7
Quad-core
Dual- orprocessors,
Quad-coreready
processors,
for professional-grade
ready for professional-grade
software software
better
timeand
to data-intensive
explore
Surface
devices,
powered
by
Windows
10GeForce
andprocessing
built
and data-intensive
workflows. Meanwhile,
workflows. its
Meanwhile,
high-end its
NVIDIA
high-end
GeForce
NVIDIA
graphics
graphicsunits
processing
(GPUs)The
unitsSurface
(GPUs) family offers a range of devices to enable optimal productivity for
for
today’s
workforce.
The
versatile
powerhouse
comes
built
forvideo
workers
who
can’t
afford
to compromise
optimal
support
advanced
support
creative
advanced
taskscreative
like video
tasks
editing
like
and computer
editing
and
assisted
computer
design
assisted
(CAD).
design (CAD). on any
role performance.
or work style. This guide includes information on the latest generation of
Surface devices to help build the best product mix for your people.
In the modern
workplace, Performance
there are as many ways to be productive as there
Built
for Premium

The versatileThe
powerhouse
versatile powerhouse
comes built for
comes
workers
built who
for workers
can’t afford
who to
can’t
compromise
afford to compromise
on optimal performance.
on optimal performance.
A
Growing
Family

• Convertible laptop with detachable,

• Convertible• laptop
Convertible
with reversible
detachable,
laptop with 13.5”
detachable,
or 15” display
reversible 13.5”
reversible
or 15” 13.5”
display
or 15” display
It’s no secret that people prefer personalized technology. In fact, 82% of workers
• with
17
hours
battery
life with secondary
• 17 hours of• battery
17 hourslifeof
battery
secondary
lifeofwith
secondary
say they get more done when they’re able to choose devices tailored to their
power
source
power sourcepower source
work style.2
• 8th generation
• 8thIntel
generation
Core
i-Series
Intel
Core
Dual-i-Series
or Intel
Dual-Core
or i-Series Dual• 10th
generation
Quad-core processor
Quad-core processor
or Quad-core processor
The Surface family has evolved, integrating the best Microsoft ideas across a
• NVIDIA GeForce
• NVIDIA
GPUs
GeForce
for advanced
GPUs for
graphics
advanced graphics
• Choice of NVIDIA® Quadro RTX™ 3000
performance*
performance*
growing range of form factors. Desktop power users and mobile workers alike
or
Ti graphics
• Dynamic fulcrum
• Dynamic
hinge
fulcrum
for GeForce®
quick
hinge
transition
for 1660
quick transition
have great options to help them be their most productive.
between work
between
modeswork
modes fulcrum hinge for quick transition
• Dynamic
ArchitectureArchitecture
& Engineering
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
VP & C-LevelVP
Executives
& C-Level Executives
Architecture
&& Engineering
Engineering:
Manufacturing:
• Support for• Surface
SupportDock,
for between
Surface
Dial and
Dock,
Arc
Dialmodes
and Arc
work
Best-in-class
creative toolscreative
and tools andmouse peripherals
Enough horsepower
Enough horsepower
to support to support
A sophisticated
A sophisticated
2-in-1 that has
2-in-1 thatBest-in-class
has
mouse
peripherals
enough horsepower to support mobile CAD and other
best-in-class
creativesupport
tools for
and
support for
• Support for Surface Dock, Dial and
compute-heavy,
mobile CAD mobile
and other
CAD
dataand other dataprofessional-grade
professional-grade
capabilities and
capabilitiessupport
and for compute-heavy,
data-intensive
workloads
whether
in
the
office
or
on
compute-heavy,
graphics-intensive
* On––
Select models:*13”
On on
Select
Intelmodels:
i7 – 8650U
13”
on
models
Intel
and
i7 – 8650U
15” model
models and 15” model
Arc
mouse
peripherals
cloud
cloud
graphics-intensive
workloads –workloads
workloads
intensive workloads
intensivewhether
workloads
in the
whether
performance
in the
performance
plus advanced
plus
advanced graphics-intensive
1.
https://www.microsoft.com/en-ca/surface/business/surface-book-2
the
production
floor.
ideal
for
technical
specialists.
security
and
security
device
control
and
device
control
ideal
for
technical
ideal
for
specialists
technical
specialists
office
or
on
the
office
production
or
on
the
floor
production
floor
2.
Forrester Report: Redefine Your Workforce Enablement Through Productivity. A Custom Technology Adoption Profile
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Introduction
Surface
Studio 2
• The Surface Pro 6: a lightweight 2-in-1 hybrid PC for the high-mobility worker
In the Ultimate
modern workplace,
there are
as many ways to be productive as there
The
Creativity
Machine
• The Surface Laptop 2: a reliable laptop for everyday workflows
are people.
• NEW
Surface
The new Surface Studio 2 is an all-in-one PC and the Surface family’s most powerful device
to-date.
It Go: an ultralight hybrid PC equipped for mobile data
1
•
Surface
Book
a high-performance convertible laptop for power users
Some
prize
mobility
But
1
in
3
workers
feels
disengaged
with
their
technology.
combines a massive display with high-performance Intel Core i7 processors and NVIDIA GeForce GPUs to2:enable
•
Surface
Studio
2:
and
the
ease
of
a
touch
or
pen
input.
Others
value
high-performance
graphics
creativity, power and precision. Its innovative Zero Gravity Hinge allows for seamless transition from high- a massive all-in-one PC for creative professionals
• NEW Surface Headphones: wireless headphones engineered for Windows devices
and
processing
power.
Whatever
preference,
clear the “standard-issue” PC
powered
desktop
to drafting
tabletheir
for work
at any it’s
angle.
• Surface Hub 2S: an interactive digital whiteboard for easy, effective collaboration
no longer works for everyone. The modern worker needs a device to match their
personal
brand
of productivity.
The Surface
Studio
is much more than a peripheral. Built to support specialist software and integrated with
Microsoft creative tools and peripherals, it lets ideas flow from inspiration to implementation
at unprecedented
The Power
of Purpose-Built Hardware
Windows
7
is
fast
approaching
end-of-life
(EOL).
There’s
never
been
a
speeds. With 1TB or 2TB of solid-state drive (SSD) storage and enhanced graphics memory, it’s ready to handle
better
time
to files
explore
massive
work
withSurface
ease. devices, powered by Windows 10 and built
The Surface family offers a range of devices to enable optimal productivity for
for today’s workforce.
any role or work style. This guide includes information on the latest generation of
This all-in-one PC is ideal for those who need the power to support uninterrupted creative
focus.
Surface
devices to help build the best product mix for your people.

A Growing Family

It’s no secret that people prefer personalized technology. In fact, 82% of workers
say they get more done when they’re able to choose devices tailored to their
work style.2
The Surface family has evolved, integrating the best Microsoft ideas across a
growing range of form factors. Desktop power users and mobile workers alike
have great options to help them be their most productive.
Art & Graphic Design
Industrial Design
Post-Production & Visual Effects
A huge 28” display combined
high-performance parts and peripherals
with the processing power to
support tailored to data-intensive
https://www.microsoft.com/en-ca/surface/business/surface-book-2
support
Photoshop
and
other
workflows,
including 3D modeling, CAD
Forrester Report: Redefine Your Workforce Enablement Through Productivity. A Custom Technology Adoption Profile
Commissioned
by Dell
| Novembersoftware
2016
specialist
graphics
software and industrial drafting

1.

2.
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high-end graphics components
ideal for GPU-heavy tasks like
video editing, 3D animation and
post-production effects

• All-in-one desktop PC with adjustable
drafting table mode
• 28” high-resolution PixelSense display
• Intel Core i7-7820HQ processor
• NVIDIA GeForce GPUs for enhanced
graphics performance
• Support for Surface Dock, Dial, Arc mouse
and Pen peripherals
• Zero Gravity Hinge for conversion between
desktop and studio mode
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Introduction
Surface
Headphones 2
In
the modern
workplace, there
are as many
to be productive as there
Surface
Headphones
– Fitted
for ways
Focus
Fitted
for
Focus

• The Surface Pro 6: a lightweight 2-in-1 hybrid PC for the high-mobility worker
• The Surface Laptop 2: a reliable laptop for everyday workflows
are people.
NEW
Go: an ultralight hybrid PC equipped for mobile data
The
Surface
Headphones
2
offers
13
levels
of
adjustable
noise
cancellation
technology
totalSurface
concentration.
The new Surface Headphones offer adjustable noise cancellation technology for total•for
concentration.
With
1
•
Surface
Book
convertible laptop for power users
With
intuitive
on-ear
touch
controls
and
premium
audio
quality,
they’re
optimized
for
audio
calls
as
well
allSome
prize
mobility
But
1
in
3
workers
feels
disengaged
with
their
technology.
intuitive on-ear touch controls and premium audio quality, they’re optimized for audio calls as well as2:asa high-performance
•
Surface
Studio
2:
a
massive
all-in-one
PC for creative professionals
day
listening.
and
the
ease
of
a
touch
or
pen
input.
Others
value
high-performance
graphics
all-day listening.
• NEW Surface Headphones: wireless headphones engineered for Windows devices
and processing power. Whatever their preference, it’s clear the “standard-issue” PC
SurfaceHeadphones
Hub 2S: an interactive
digital whiteboard for easy, effective collaboration
no
longer for
works
for everyone.
The modern
worker pairing
needs awith
device
match device,
their the• Surface
Designed
comfort
and equipped
for hassle-free
anytoSurface
2
personal
brand
productivity.style. With fast charging and up to 15 hours of battery life, they’re a great
complement
great fit
fit in
anyofproductivity
the office or on the road.
The Power of Purpose-Built Hardware
Windows 7 is fast approaching end-of-life (EOL). There’s never been a
better time to explore Surface devices, powered by Windows 10 and built
The Surface family offers a range of devices to enable optimal productivity for
for today’s workforce.
any role or work style. This guide includes information on the latest generation of

A Growing Family
It’s no secret that people prefer personalized technology. In fact, 82% of workers
say they get more done when they’re able to choose devices tailored to their
work style.2
The Surface family has evolved, integrating the best Microsoft ideas across a
growing range of form factors. Desktop power users and mobile workers alike
have great options to help them be their most productive.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-ca/surface/business/surface-book-2
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1.

Surface devices to help build the best product mix for your people.

•• Wireless
Wireless headphones
headphoneswith
withup
uptoto30
30dB
dBactive
and
40and
dB passive
noise cancellation
active
40 dB passive
noise cancellation
20 hours
of battery
•• Up
15 to
hours
of battery
life life
•• 40mm
40mm Free
Free Edge
Edge driver
driver for
for crisp
crisp audio
audio quality
quality
• Intuitive on-ear volume, noise cancellation
• Intuitive on-ear volume, noise cancellation
and power
power controls
controls
and
• Hassle-free pairing with any Surface or
• Hassle-free pairing with any Surface or
Windows PC via Swift Pair
Windows PC via Swift Pair

2.

8
2
9
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Hub 2S
Introduction
Surface
• The Surface Pro 6: a lightweight 2-in-1 hybrid PC for the high-mobility worker
In the modern workplace,
are as many ways to be productive as there
Collaboration
Madethere
Better
• The Surface Laptop 2: a reliable laptop for everyday workflows
are people.
NEW Surface
Go: an ultralight hybrid PC equipped for mobile data
The Surface Hub 2S is an all-in-one digital whiteboard optimized for teamwork with full• Windows
10 integration
1
th• Surface Book 2: a high-performance convertible laptop for power users
Some
prize
mobility
But
1
in
3
workers
feels
disengaged
with
their
technology.
and dynamic touch-screen display. More than a simple screen, the Hub 2S packs an 8 generation Intel i5
Surfacestand,
Studio
2: a massive all-in-one PC for creative professionals
and the ease
of a touch
pen input.
Others value
high-performance
quad-core
processor
intoora large
4K resolution
display.
Mounted on thegraphics
Steelcase Roam• mobile
it turns
•
NEW
Surface
Headphones:
wireless headphones engineered for Windows devices
and
processing
power.
Whatever
their
preference,
it’s
clear
the
“standard-issue”
PC
any space in the office into a conference room.
• Surface Hub 2S: an interactive digital whiteboard for easy, effective collaboration
no longer works for everyone. The modern worker needs a device to match their
personal
brand of
productivity.
The responsive
Surface
Hub 2 Pen input provides a natural, precision inking experience. Meanwhile, a built-in
4K camera lets remote meeting participants feel like they’re in on the action. The Hub
alsoPower
allows native
The
of Purpose-Built Hardware
Windows
7
is
fast
approaching
end-of-life
(EOL).
There’s
never
been
a
Windows 10 applications to scale to the display, ensuring optimal presentation in meetings and
better
time to explore
Surface devices, powered by Windows 10 and built
videoconferencing
sessions.
The Surface family offers a range of devices to enable optimal productivity for
for today’s workforce.
any role or work style. This guide includes information on the latest generation of
The Surface Hub 2S enhances productivity and teamwork for collaborative workspaces Surface
large and
small.to help build the best product mix for your people.
devices

A Growing Family

It’s no secret that people prefer personalized technology. In fact, 82% of workers
say they get more done when they’re able to choose devices tailored to their
work style.2
The Surface family has evolved, integrating the best Microsoft ideas across a
growing range of form factors. Desktop power users and mobile workers alike
have great options to help them be their most productive.
Videoconferencing
Whiteboarding
high-quality video and audio
responsive multi-touch and pen
inputs support whiteboarding
supporting easy, effective
https://www.microsoft.com/en-ca/surface/business/surface-book-2
sessions for up to three
collaboration
among
participants
Forrester Report: Redefine Your Workforce Enablement Through Productivity. A Custom Technology Adoption Profile
Commissioned
Dell | –
November
2016 the globe
participants
across thebyhall
or across

1.

2.

90
2
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Content Sharing
native support for Windows 10
applications for streamlined
conversion and sharing of
meeting content

• Interactive whiteboard display with
interactive 4K resolution touchscreen
• Onboard hardware, including wide-angle
ultra-HD camera and far-field microphone
• Support for advanced multi-touch and
Surface Hub 2 Pen inputs
• Effortless wireless projection and casting
from personal Windows devices
• Simple meeting management and
content sharing
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Get in Touch with a Surface Expert.
More organizations understand that the right devices help their people be their most productive
wherever they work. The Microsoft Surface family is designed for the modern digital workplace.

Help them get things done
wherever they work best:

Connect your teams to
collaborate anywhere:

Deploy, manage and stay
secure anywhere:

No matter where they are, help people stay
productive and comfortable and in their own way.

Make real connections between teams, from secure
meetings to complex collaboration, with tools
designed to bring people together.

Enable your organization to work anywhere and
retain the control you need to stay secure with zerotouch deployment, one-click device management
and protection from Microsoft.

Contact a Surface Specialist today to schedule a demo or technology roadmap session
to define the best device mix for your users.

